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1 BRIEF OVERVIEW; ON EFFORTS PREPARING A SIG COMING INTO PLACE

We can neither avoid that digital societies are becoming more complex rapidly, nor postpone the social contract further
that technology is to aid society. Such is the responsibility of industry and academia, alike [to aid society]. We know
that we need to come together from the different disciplines: but how do we do it? This position paper describes
personal experience summarising a time period of about three years.1 During this time, independent activities led to
the formation of the Special Interest Group (SIG) on Security and Privacy in Speech Communication (SPSC) within the
International Speech Communication Association (ISCA).2

Prior, in Interspeech proceedings (formerly named Eurospeech), ISCA research discussed security issues for voice
biometrics3, an early work on security appeared in 1999 [13]—playback and synthesis of spoken digits to subvert voice
biometrics—; whereas early works on privacy appeared in 2005 [7] and 2007 [28]—concerning speech recognition
from sensor level to segmentation of multi-person and situated spontaneous speech.4 In subsequent Interspeech
proceedings, speeding-up search on large-scale data, binarisation concepts were investigated: cryptographic approaches
(not operating on floating point data) are enabled, e.g., by masking speech-derived signals [29] and by masking
parameters of probabilistic models [2] (that could generate speech signals; not only recognise biometric identity).

In the past decade, several efforts have been undertaken to foster research on security and privacy in the setting of
speech and language technology. Not all of these efforts have been successful. Of the successful initiatives within ISCA
and the IEEE Signal Processing Society, which are bridging across fields within and beyond speech technology, one can
mention the biannual anti-spoofing challenges coined ASVspoof (security of voice biometrics) [6] and the line of PhD
students studying privacy-preserving voice biometrics and speech processing [11, 19, 20]. Facing GDPR adoption (in
2016), Interspeech 2015 featured the special event Privacy Issues in Speech Data Collection and Usage5; shortly after,
research on patient privacy started intersecting with secure computation and cryptography leading to the 2018 papers
[3, 23]. International projects followed shortly after, such as the H2020 COMPRISE (2018 start), the SECURE research
project at Aalborg University (2018 start), and the JST-ANR VoicePersonae (2019 start).

The ISCA SIG-SPSC formed in 2019 at Interspeech, which featured also a special session on Privacy in Speech and

Audio Interfaces among which’s co-organisers was the inaugural chair of SPSC. The SIG is formed not only by people
from the above efforts, who met at the (early) 2019 conference IEEE ICASSP. One of the igniting drives for this was
created by bringing interdisciplinary experts together through the writing of [15, 16], i.e., co-authors coming from
voice biometrics, study of the Law, speech and language technology, secure computation and cryptography, and border
control biometrics. To foster its interdisciplinary approach in nurturing multidisciplinary skills of emerging scholars,
the SIG was proposed to deliberately become a joint body with other SIGs of ISCA and beyond.

1This period spans wrapping up my dissertation to solidifying post-doctoral position abroad, and deciding to stop applying for faculty positions, eventually.
2See: www.spsc-sig.org and www.isca-speech.org—ISCA papers are freely online available at www.isca-speech.org/archive, covering decades of research
on speech technology and all its technological facets.
3Typically, voice biometrics is referred to speaker verification and speaker recognition.
4The film industry addressed security and privacy issues regarding ‘speech’ way earlier; it should not be necessary to mention the Stasimuseum
(www.stasimuseum.de) educating about the GDR Ministry for State Security (Stasi) ‘listening-in’.
5During the panel, a senior researcher mentioned that she found her voice in a movie (taken from a speech synthesis database); being asked is better.
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2 WHAT DO I KNOW ALREADY?

My main background is in voice biometrics: are two audio files from the same speaker? Comparison results (scores) are
thresholded to make yes/no decisions. Yet, antithetical methodological and diverging goal sets are at play:

• The philosophical debate in statistics on quantifying epistemic uncertainty and aleatory uncertainty [18] results in
antithetical perspectives on what performance is. In one, error trade-offs are reported and technology integrators
are externalised (e.g., [8]). In the other, the perspective on error trade-offs are the basis to cost and information
models (e.g., [5, 21]). The latter framework is also used by forensic practitioners to validate how well they prepare
evidence when reporting to a judge/jury (regardless of which beliefs a judge/jury might have) [27].

• In ASVspoof (automatic speaker verification anti-spoofing), fake audio detection is investigated for strengthening
voice biometrics. There, tandem systems are composed (biometrics with anti-spoofing) [24]. Going beyond
related standards [10], tandem performance assessment interlinks subsystem contribution [12].

• Privacy solutions rooted in cryptography and secure multiparty computation have different drawbacks in
computational time and time taken to exchange data between servers in IT infrastructures [26]. This contours the
real-time demands posed to modern speech technology. Quantisation of evidence representation is a consequence:
down to one decision threshold only is facilitated to maintain usability.

• In the VoicePrivacy challenge [25], the privacy-preserving task is to modify/sanitise speech data from biometric
features. From a forensic method validation perspective [17], however, when transferring Shannon’s original
concepts of ‘perfect secrecy’ [22], core concepts enabling modern cryptography might not hold for statistics
assumed inherently known are what speech experts research on since decades.

• Mindsets outline meaning of words, and through this societal impact of technology. ‘Quality’ is highly contextual.
In biometrics standards [9], quality is effectively viewed as functionality of some factory piece, and the conformity
of incoming material. On the contrary, when systems are to compensate environmental changes to retain
performance, one cannot avoid taking a holistic approach for making design participatory and anticipatory.

To bring experts from different fields together to foster multidisciplinary skill development meets hesitation: while neat
on paper, this is entirely antithetical to the academic economy and the core principles of its currencies (paper citations
and research grants for very discrete work, not holistic theory). A new scholarly ecosystem is needed that is not only
capable, due its experts talking with one another (not only to), but moreover: one that is productive. The pandemic
revealed limiting social dynamics incentivised. Beneficial social dynamics in counterplay led to slowly building the
SPSC community with its first main event in November 2021.6

3 HOW DO I STUDY THE PHENOMENON?

One needs to diverge from the norm, and seek to constantly improve. (Seasonally show-casing yet another 5% improve-
ment while tempting does not cause shifts.) Getting active early on in more than two research communities enables
personal growth, only through which collectives can grow, then societies. Settings are necessary that allow for constant
dialog across disciplines—each expert has core interests placed differently through their individual experience traces.

One can but bring people at a table. For example, the term biometric data was put in late into the GDPR which had
technological far reaching impacts—when is speech none biometric, if it is without voice or if it is not influenced by
our habits how we speak and like to talk about? The European Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS) published several
TechDispatches since July 2019 (public EDPS opinions for technologists, and society at large), and its first one addresses
6https://spsc-symposium2021.de/
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Smart Speakers and Virtual Assistants7. In early 2020, Thomas Zerdick (head of unit Technology and Privacy at the EDPS)
gave the keynote talk at our concept workshop Privacy: Speech meets Legal Experts.8 In March 2021, the European
Data Protection Board (EDPB) put their draft Guidelines 02/2021 on Virtual Voice Assistants to public consultation; we
commented on this as SIG-SPSC based on interdisciplinary expert discussions. In an upcoming event at the Lorentz
Center Speech as Personal Identifiable Information, we seek to further bridge between communities, namely, usability,
speech and language technology, IT-security, policy and governance, and anthropology.

4 WHAT I WOULD LIKE TO KNOW?

How can we come together and make a difference? As a first step, we might inquire information and knowledge
(analysis), yet, what we might be seeking actually is understanding and wisdom (synthesis). How can we nourish one
another through mutual care that is productive and efficient for lifelong learners?

5 WHAT DO I WANT TO LEARN FROM DIFFERENT DISCIPLINES?

Which methodologies are there to learn from? I want to develop more capacities to better understand human com-
munication, how technology can provide aid, so we can enable progress in societies—not to enforce them to run in
circles through making people fit to machine operation. This can be achieved through solving specific problems; these
problems can be hypothetical: how to figure out counterfactuals otherwise? For enriching systemic thinking: why and
what for attack disciplines problems in their way?

6 WHAT DO I WANT TO TEACH OTHER DISCIPLINES?

We need to substitute teaching with play to stimulate learning through curiosity. Systemic thinking minds are punished
by and not rewarded by the present day education megastructure. Compare systems thinking pioneer Russel Ackoff [1]:
• Creativity is actively suppressed and in most schools conformity—which is anathema to creativity—is valued instead.

• Problems do not “belong” to any discipline. [...] The distinction made between science and the humanities (which include

the arts) probably does the most harm. [...] They can be viewed and discussed separately, but they cannot be separated.

• We should seek wisdom more than anything else—the ability to make value judgments, to know the consequences of

our actions, and to learn from our mistakes.

More crisp in the words of the film critic Wolfgang M. Schmitt:We only watch, but we do not see.

A new scholarly ecosystem is in demand. One where young minds are treated as equals. There is no luxury left to
afford in unproductive time spent in incentivised first and human rights second activities. Security and privacy in speech

communication is—as the discrete topic it is—an onboarding; SPSC cannot become truly holistic (it is but speech).
Yet, remedy lies in Deming’s Plan-Do-Study-Act cycle [4, 14]. Academic research today got stuck in the Do step,

barely completing any analysis of the data that all disciplines generated (the begin of the Study step). How to Act next?
To break up silos, to facilitate organising a body of knowledge holistically, a new scholarly ecosystem must emerge.
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